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A Simple Propeller Balancing Stand

and so balancing stands have become almost as rare as Zen- pelins at the Rockford ... one another that a fine balancing job can be done. Instead of having ... 
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A Simple Propeller Balancing Stand By Bob Whittier, EAA 1235 Box 543, South Duxbury, Mass. FTER MUCH SWEAT and toil I finally got an antique 1935 E-2 Cub all fixed up and set to go. Having scrap-



A ed down and refinished the propeller, it seemed a wise



idea to have it tested for balance. So I asked the fellows at the airport what place in my area had a balancing stand. To my considerable surprise I learned that the nearest one was some 150 miles away. It seems that with the advent of metal propellers on most production planes, most airports send their props away to specially-equipped shops for any kind of work and so balancing stands have become almost as rare as Zenpelins at the Rockford Fly-In . . .although to tell the truth, I wouldn't be a bit surprised to see a Zep show up there some year! Well, while at Rockford last summer I approached the "Lil* Ol' Propeller Maker", otherwise known as Ray Hegy of El Choparosa fame, and asked him how he balances the wooden propellers he makes for VW engines. The upshot of this was that Ray provided some information that's worth passing along. When we think of propeller balancing stands we remember what we've seen in textbooks or at large repair stations and visualize tall angle-iron structures surmounted by carefully machined knife edges and machined mandrels. Very discouraging to the chap who wants to balance a Cub propeller once in a blue moon.



POLISHED TUBE OR ROD



LAMINATED WOODEN -CONES TO SUIT-



against the propeller boss hole all right. Most stock wooden propellers have the ends of the hub holes chamfered, which aids in getting these cones snugged into the hub bore accurately.
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If you can find a piece of large-diameter, smooth steel tubing that will fit your propeller's hub bore snugly, it is possible to do without the cones. Before attempting to balance a propeller, try the mandrel itself on the balancing rails to see that the device has been set dead level in the bench vise and that the mandrel itself is not appreciably out of balance. Propellers should be balanced both horizontally and vertically. Adding varnish to the light side is the usual way of correcting slight horizontal unbalance. Any noticeable amount of vertical unbalance can be corrected by putting extra washers under the hub bolt nuts. A



Ray's balancing stand is simple, compact and entirely workable. Ray points out that two lengths of well-polished tubing or drill rod of about % in. or % in. diameter will make rails which for all practical purposes work as well as machined knife-edges. The vise-held rig shown in the accompanying sketches is easy to make and if your woodwork is careful the round rails should be so true to



one another that a fine balancing job can be done. Instead of having metal hub cones made to order at appreciable expense, Ray says that laminated hardwood ones produced with care on any wood lathe will serve as well. After they have been completed, soak them in hot linseed oil. This keeps them from absorbing moisture from the air too readily and so helps hold their shape. They are bored for a press fit on a shaft made of polished tubing or drill rod; friction will keep them snugged up
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Dynamic propeller balancing 

imbalance of .45 inches per second velocity (IPS). This level is considered 4 times higher than what is an acceptable vibration limit of 10 IPS. This vibration.
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THEORY Propeller and rotor balancing 

One of the most important applications of vibration analysis is the solution of balancing problems. An unbalanced propeller, rotor or driveshaft will cause.
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ACES Systems Guide to Propeller Balancing 

by making the job of measuring vibration and calculating balance weight location an ... Run the engine in â€œas is conditionâ€� to find out the existing vibration level.
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ACES Systems Guide to Propeller Balancing 

balancing will only improve the vibration caused by mass unbalance of the ... sensor exactly on the engine centerline, you can still get accurate results by ...
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Dynamic Propeller Balancing Using the Model 1015 ProBalancer Sport 

Understand Basics of Vibration ... Understand the Fundamentals for using the .... major propeller repair unless the propeller static balance weights are altered or ...
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Choosing A Propeller 

aircraft construction project when the builder is faced with a .... TYPE CERTIFICATE DATA SHEET NO. 3A12 ..... first page of the Cessna 172 data sheets which ...
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Choosing A Propeller 

you may want to quit reading here. However, there are .... those readers who are not, please refer to Figure 3. The S-N .... els and static rpm limits. Engine data ...
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A-Style 4-Blade Propeller 

re-greased every 6 months of salt water use, or 12 months of freshwater use. Cathodic protection anodes should be inspected annually by an authorized dealer.
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Balancing Basics 

When prompted increase the engine RPM to your designated balancing RPM. When prompted, by the balancer, return the engine to idle and allow it to cool.
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Prop Balancing 

Alternator or generator failure, attachment bracket cracks, thrown drive belts c. Vacuum pump failure d. Wiring harness failure, chaffing, terminal end work ...
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Configuring a Load-Balancing Scheme - Cisco 

Information About a Load-Balancing Scheme, page 2. â€¢ How to .... If the bulk of the data passing through parallel links is for a single pair, per-destination load.
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LigoDLB Propeller 5 LigoDLB Propeller 2 

og aÃ°rar krÃ¶fur, sem gerÃ°ar eru Ã tilskipun 1999/5/EC. Italiano [Italian]. Con la presente Wilibox dichiara che questo LigoDLB Propeller 2, LigoDLB Propeller 5, Ã¨ conforme ai requisiti essenziali ed alle altre disposizioni pertinenti stabilite d
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Stand - personnel 

Composer un groupe pour le projet. DÃ©terminer les objectifs. DÃ©terminer votre groupe cible. DÃ©terminer quels produits ou services vous prÃ©senterez.
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Stand-by_for_some_co 

down, a tandem that has a premature plane with a stable deep-stall mode rear-wing ... accident. If the airplane has a high starts to stall, the rear wing will con-.
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Propeller Performance â€” A Computer Program 

Newport News, VA 23606. HE PROGRAM COVERED in this article calculates to a reasonable degree of accuracy the operating perfor- mance of a family of ...
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hints for homebuilders "balancing" 

and washers hold the assembly to- gether. The assembly then sits on a couple of sawhorses. The ball bearings in the skateboard wheels will allow the propeller ...
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PROPELLER TRACKING 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. IT'S IMPORTANT TO CHECK for proper track- ing whenever installing a propeller. A propeller that is not tracking properly will.
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Propeller fatigue.pdf 

Much has been written about detecting metal fatigue through inspection for cracks. This should not give the false impression that the absence of cracks indicates ...
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Propeller Care 

Apr 19, 1993 - the hub failed, releasing a propeller blade. The resultant ... Many assume dry air helps preserve metal. ... A propeller stored with its blades in a.
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HARTZELL PROPELLER INC. SERVICE ... - Precision Propeller Service 

Hartzell Manual 100E, (ATA 61-10-00) Hydro-Selective Propeller Overhaul Manual. .... B. Hydraulic Unit Installation. (1) ... Clean and oil the engine shaft. (2).
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DYNAMIC BALANCING VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

Physical Size 1 lbs and .... and apply that knowledge to each subsequent run--refining the solution process and continually shortening the time required to.
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Propeller Performance â€” A Computer Program 

that the data could be handled in a more compact form. The equations were .... 510 to 540 and then to thrust and power values in lines. 550 to 560. The data is ...
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A-Style 4-Blade Propeller - www.AutoMotorBoat.com 

Hardware You Need in Order to Install Your Piranha Propeller: (1) AH4. None: integral .... Check- take your boat out for a top speed run. With the motor trimmed ...
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